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UTTERLY
BELIEVABLE …”
by Bob Tomalski

“Small in stature but large
on (surround) sound. That’s
the character of these midpriced but sophisticated
speakers. Fed with a hefty
amplifier and placed either
side of your listening position
they perform superbly. Great
value for those that know what
real home cinema is all about.”

The New ADP-170
(Improved over version
ADP-150 reviewed
for even better sound.)

T

he Paradigm ADP-150 is a stylish
full-range reverberant surround/rear
speaker for those with an appreciation for
home cinema’s finer points
Unlike the Polk Rt/fx, reviewed elsewhere, it cannot be switched to dipole
mode. There are two grilles (only one is
removable) in a box measuring 23 cm (w)
x 27 cm (h) x 17 cm (d). Each speaker is
marked either left or right and you mount
it with the null point (that’s the surface with
no drivers) pointing towards your ears.

figure which can be considered as high.
So (in theory) these speakers appear ideal
for low-powered amplifiers.
Last but not least, this pair comes with
brackets, plugs and screws for wall
mounting. You even get a template. The
manufacturer has taken pains to ensure
that you get the installation right.

For a mid-price model it uses surprisingly
well-crafted drivers and delivers an upmarket technical specification. There are
two 19 mm polymer dome tweeters that
feature ferro-fluid damping and aluminum
formers. The two bass/mid units use
135 mm polypropylene cones and a hefty
die-cast chassis.

There’s also a channel within the speaker
to allow the cable to neatly run down
your wall. And although it uses clipfit
connectors, these are of substantial quality
allowing chunky cable to be used.

Paradigm claims an 80 W power handling
and a frequency response from 90 Hz to
20 kHz, with a sensitivity of 89 dB—a

My first impressions were of a rich, warm
speaker with bags of bass—especially
when you consider that the cabinets are
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rather small. The more drivers you have,
the greater should be the internal volume,
the air inside the box giving more ‘push’
to the speaker’s cones and thus greater
LF output.

“The speakers effectively
disappeared, leaving
a rear-room ‘zone’ of
surround that was utterly
believable. … You hear
the forest all around with
rainwater dropping off
the leaves seemingly
onto your carpet. Yes,
it’s that realistic.”

The surround channels help build the
picture and the ADP-150s do a particularly
convincing job of conveying such action.
On lesser speakers the choppers are but a
drone in the general sonic melee. You’re
not aware of their impending impact.
T2 is my favourite Pro Logic laser disc.
Here the mechanised war machines
rumbled from front to back, the rear
action having fair bass—but not as gutty
as the KEFs.
Pro Logic audio-only mixes—such as
Mancini In Surround on CD—also
sounded firm and reasonably coherent.
Overall I was hugely impressed, with one
proviso: The placement is crucial. I tried
an experiment and moved the speakers
further towards the back of the room—
where they looked slightly less obtrusive.
The sound changed for the worse. The
stereo imagery was demolished and the
rich bass hardened. Clearly these speakers
must be mounted at the side of the room
in line with your seating position. For some
users, this may constitute an intrusion.
Not everyone wants a black box mounted
half way down the wall in the middle of
their room—yet to get the best results,
that’s where these speakers need to be.

I played a variety of material through
these speakers, both Pro Logic (mono
surround) and Dolby Digital (split
effects). I was rather surprised at the
different results.
Placed on the side walls about 2 ft above
the listening position the effects were
highly diffused using Pro Logic. The
speakers effectively disappeared, leaving
a rear-room ‘zone’ of surround that was
utterly believable.
My Pro Logic copy of Gorillas in The Mist
is a good example. You hear the forest all
around with rainwater dropping off the
leaves seemingly onto your carpet. Yes,
it’s that realistic.
The big surprise is that when switching
to Dolby Digital, the diffusion doesn’t
destroy the stereo imagery. In fact the
image snapped into focus. You could hear
a defined difference as rear channel action
was panned from left and right. A good
example is The Rock—where a pair of
helicopters appears in the distance before
exploding on screen first to rear right,
then rear left.
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My tests also showed that these speakers
are perhaps not as sensitive as the maker
claims. At reference level I measured only
72 dB output using my test procedure,
which is around 6 dB down on some of
the other models tested here.
The moral of this tale is that to get the
best from these boxes you need to feed
them with an amplifier that has a good
current output, not an emasculated mini
system. And this fact is reflected in the
price. A pair of surround speakers at this
price is pitched at seasoned (dare I say
fussy?) home cinema fans, not novices
taking their first steps in surround.

